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ickel City is what they called
it years ago, when the image
of the buffalo distinguished

the coin. It was an image the city
proudly embraced. For decades a shag-
gy, stuffed bison was on display in the
city’s New York Central railroad termi-
nal, once a grand place but long since
boarded up, like so many other famous
landmarks in Buffalo.
As I drove through the old neigh-

borhood, the apartments in the low-
income housing project in which I was
raised seemed much smaller, so alien to
me now. I looked for the familiar old
markers: the A&P store where we
shopped, the meat market that once
provided sliced liverwurst, the Freddy’s
Donuts store—all gone now. With a
touch of nostalgia, I slowly drove along
the route I had once walked to our
parochial school. The streets, lined with
two-story houses, hadn’t changed
much; the trimmed shrubs suggested
that the property was still well cared
for. Yet the signs advertising each
street’s “Block Club” seemed less a
proud proclamation of social identity
than a warning to would-be trouble-
makers not to mess with the residents
because they are watching one another’s
back.
As I drove toward downtown, I

passed the detritus of a Catholic city I
had known in its glory days. Most of
the Catholic high schools, which once
numbered two dozen, have long since
been closed, their buildings converted
into health care centers. Those magnifi-
cent ethnic churches, their splendid
pipe organs silenced, had become either
evangelical churches or just another
piece of blight in the city. The few that
remained open seemed a shadow of
what they had been. The Sunday con-
gregation might number 60 or 70,
many of the people as old as I. 
My drive was intended to recapture

the spirit of the past, but at the end I
felt cheated. Where were the familiar
features of my childhood? The streets

were still there and some of the build-
ings—the skeleton of the past—but not
the warm features that I would have
liked to revisit. Everywhere I looked
there was decay and loss. I should have
known that there is no going home,
despite the emotional tug to recapture
our past and comfort ourselves in it. A
sentimental journey like mine may be
natural, but it is doomed to frustration.
I remember meeting, years ago, a

woman then in her late 30s who had
been raised a Catholic but had strayed
too far to win a reputation for saintli-
ness. She said that when she eventually
returned she hoped to find the same
church that she had left. Her eyes
moistened when she spoke of the Latin
Mass, the bells rung at the consecration
and the smell of incense. She was look-
ing for the sights and sounds and smells
of the old church, just as I was looking
for the features of my old neighbor-
hood. If she ever returned to the
church, she may have felt cheated by
what she found there even as I had in
returning to my home. 
There are many of us who would

gladly freeze time, if we could only
enjoy the warmth and security of the
past. The Latin prayers, benediction,
the exposition of the sacrament were all
part of our comforting ecclesial neigh-
borhood once upon a time. Many
grumble, as I did, that everything has
changed so much that it no longer even
reminds us of the home we once knew.
I caught myself contemplating an

urban renewal program, when I might
better have simply cherished those fond
memories of childhood without trying
to recreate the past. Those who have
remained in Buffalo, less than half of its
population 50 years ago, hold on to the
hope that their city, for all the loss and
blight, is in a constant state of rebirth.
I’d like to believe the same about the
church, even if the Latin prayers and
incense remain no more than fond
memories.

FRANCIS X. HEZEL, S.J.
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CURRENT COMMENT

The Republic at War 
Probably everyone knows by now that 2011 marks the
150th anniversary of the start of the Civil War. This year
has already seen a wave of commemorations at Fort
Sumter and elsewhere, along with the inevitable re-enact-
ments of key battles. The sesquicentennial has even occa-
sioned an iPad app. For $7.99 you can receive daily reports
of the events of the war as they happened 150 years ago. 
Most anniversaries receive more news attention than

they deserve, but the Civil War is different. The events of
1861 were as important to the future of the republic as the
events of 1776. It was by no means inevitable that the
United States would do away with slavery. One prominent
senator proposed enshrining it as a constitutional right in
order to keep the peace. Abolitionists in the North were
perhaps too eager for war, but their campaign against slav-
ery still stands as a pre-eminent example of moral witness.
There were other heroes too, many now forgotten.
In California Thomas Starr King, a Unitarian preacher,

argued eloquently in favor of the Union cause as the state
teetered on the edge of secession. German immigrant sol-
diers in St. Louis helped defeat pro-secession forces at a
key moment at the start of the war.  Gen. Benjamin Butler
emerged as an unlikely defender of runaway slaves when
hundreds of them fled to Fort Monroe in Virginia seeking
asylum.
These events, masterfully recounted in Adam

Goodheart’s new book, 1861: The Civil War Awakening,
offer a glimpse of a patchwork nation that rallied together
at a time of unprecedented division. The rest of the war
would be uncommonly brutal, and some of the divisions
remain to this day. Yet the road taken was the right one,
and that has made all the difference.

Love One Another
The church’s stance on same-sex marriage is very well
known. It has been made well known by the Vatican; and it
has been made clear by many bishops in this country. The
church teaches, in short, that same-sex marriage is not per-
missible because it promotes homosexual activity and rede-
fines the traditional concept of marriage. There can be few
Catholics, and non-Catholics, who do not know this.
What is less well known is the church’s teaching on gay

and lesbian people themselves. The Catechism of the
Catholic Church teaches that gays and lesbians are to be
accepted with “respect, compassion and sensitivity.” Jesus
Christ asks us to love everyone, not simply those with

whom we agree, not simply those in our churches and not
simply those who “follow the rules.” But the church’s mes-
sage on gays and lesbians is often obscured by its vocal
opposition to same-sex marriage. Gays and lesbians hear
about little else in church circles. And with no other group
does the church speak almost exclusively the language of
prohibition, rather than that of welcome. 
That is why bishops who speak of love and acceptance

should be praised, like Joseph M. Sullivan, a retired auxil-
iary bishop of Brooklyn, who wrote in the Buffalo News
on June 2: “For most Catholics, there can be no statement
that better summarizes an attitude of welcoming of our
LGBT [lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender] brothers and
sisters than those of Jesus, ‘Love one another as I have
loved you.’” There is nothing wrong with telling people
that they are loved and lovable. And that all are, indeed,
welcome.

    Friend Request
There was a time when most people could name the exact
number of friends they had, not because Facebook kept
track for them but because the number was small enough
to actually remember each person by name. Although the
number of active Facebook users in the United States is
not growing as rapidly as it once did, the social networking
site still claims almost 700 million active users worldwide,
and the term friend has taken on a much broader meaning.
The popularity of such sites, and of the Internet in general,
has led some, Pope Benedict XVI among them, to warn
that the Internet can lead to a “sense of solitude and disori-
entation.”
But a new study from the Pew Internet and American

Life Project may ease these concerns. The study reports:
“Americans have more close social ties than they did two
years ago. And they are less socially isolated. We found
that the frequent use of Facebook is associated with having
more overall close ties.” In addition, Facebook users are
more trusting and more politically engaged. This is good
news considering that nearly half of American adults
belong to some sort of social network, a 26 percent
increase since 2008. And these sites are not just for college
students anymore: More than half of this group are over
35. Fifty-six percent are female. 
The study also found that “a deficit of overall social ties,

social support, trust, and community engagement is much
more likely to result from traditional factors, such as lower
educational attainment.” Facebook can be a complement to
real-life connections, not a replacement for them.



wenty-five years after the world’s worst nuclear disas-
ter took place at Chernobyl, in Ukraine, that reactor’s
molten core is still leaking. The radiation released

there equaled 400 times that of the bomb dropped on
Hiroshima, and radioactive emissions remain high locally.  
Since Chernobyl, all reactors are built with a containment
shell to minimize possible damage. But the destructive power
and half-life of radiation have not changed. The world’s sec-
ond-worst nuclear disaster took place in March, when three
reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in Japan melt-
ed down. There has been no explosion, and the initial release
of radiation was a fraction of that at Chernobyl. But the mul-
tiple leaks continue to flow into land, air and ocean and will
likely do so for decades.

Nuclear energy has been promoted not only as a cost-
effective source of power but also as a safer and environ-
mentally cleaner option than fossil fuels. But is it?
Proponents tout the industry’s international safety record:
Out of 33 nuclear accidents of varying impact since 1952,
according to The Guardian, a British newspaper, only the
one at Chernobyl in 1986 resulted in mass deaths—31 peo-
ple died immediately. Yet because cancer and leukemia cells
take time to multiply, no one knows how many survivors did
or will contract a fatal disease. Projections range from 4,000
to one million disease-related deaths.

Can nuclear power still be described as safe and clean
if one factors in the harm to life and planet from reactor
meltdowns and hazardous waste? Is nuclear energy “cost
effective” if one calculates the full cost, including regular and
thorough plant inspections, preventive maintenance, the
retirement of outdated reactors and the disposal of radioac-
tive waste? The accident-related costs are now borne most-
ly by taxpayers, not the nuclear industry. The full costs of
nuclear energy are seldom spelled out. That must change.
Sound energy policies must be based on accurate cost-ben-
efit analysis and risk assessment. 

Fukushima may be a game-changer. Italy, Germany,
Switzerland and Japan just scrapped their plans to expand
nuclear power. Switzerland and Germany also plan to retire
their aged reactors without replacing them, phasing out
nuclear power entirely. Instead, Germany will increase con-
servation and investments in solar and wind power. 

After Fukushima, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission reviewed facilities and monitoring procedures
at this country’s 66 nuclear power plants. A commission

report is expected in August. That
information will help policymakers
and the public to evaluate the nation’s
energy policy, much of which has
been stalled in Congress. The public
should learn how well many reactors
are aging; which plants have a history of safety violations;
which are located near major population centers (like the
Indian Point power plant, 35 miles from New York City);
which are vulnerable to an earthquake, hurricane or combi-
nation of natural disasters; and what can be done to enhance
the safety of nuclear reactors, especially the 23 that use the
same cooling vent design by General Electric that failed at
Fukushima. What do the industry and government propose
to do? And what would improvements actually cost? 

Convening a conference in June to discuss nuclear safety
and security, Yukiya Amano, head of the U.N. International
Atomic Energy Agency, urged countries to conduct a thor-
ough risk assessment of their nuclear operations. He also out-
lined a plan to separate regulators from the nuclear industry.
“National nuclear regulatory bodies must be genuinely inde-
pendent, adequately funded and staffed by well-trained peo-
ple,” he said. Two controversial issues were raised: whether
U.N. experts should conduct random inspections of all 440
nuclear plants; and whether international safety standards,
which now are nonbinding, should be made compulsory.

Even so, radiation poses extreme risks. The conse-
quences of an accident, a natural disaster or sabotage are
grave and far-reaching. And as more reactors are built, these
risks increase. The old comparison between nuclear energy
and fossil fuels is becoming obsolete as renewable energy
sources become practical alternatives. Forward-looking
nations should reduce their dependence on nuclear power
while converting to less risky, renewable alternatives. 

Given the urgency of reducing emissions and oil
dependency, U.S. presidential candidates should be asked to
state in some detail their energy plans. The case for increas-
ing renewable sources is strong. Consider: What are the
risks to health, planet and peace of renewable energy, like
that powered by the sun and the wind? What are the gains,
political and economic, from using safe, available sources?
What are the costs of aggressively developing renewable
energy now, so that it can replace nuclear power when the
last reactor is retired? Any other course of action would be
a waste of this year’s disastrous warnings.

After Fukushima 
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stronger U.N.] resolution,” she said, “I
sense that people still have a lot of con-
cerns about what a Syria post-Assad
would look like.”
While the West recoils from the

persisting outrages committed by
forces loyal to the Assad clan, the
Chaldean Catholic Bishop of Aleppo,
Syria, a Jesuit, defended the regime on
June 13. The Syrian government must
resist the “uprising,” said Bishop
Antoine Audo. In quelling forces of
“destabilization and Islamization,” he
said, it has the people’s backing. 
Like church leaders caught off

guard in other nations affected by the
Arab Spring, Bishop Audo worries
about the outcome of all the social
upheaval and the possibility of ethnic
and religious-based reprisals in the
aftermath of a presumed regime col-
lapse, preferring the devil he knows in
Assad to whatever religious furies
might be unleashed by a widespread

s Turkey’s foreign minister Ahmet Davutoglu visited one of the
impromptu refugee camps that have cropped up along the border
with Syria, refugee children held up a cardboard sign that pretty

much says it all: “We are dying and the world is watching.” More than 1,400
people have been killed since the regime of Bashar al-Assad began its brutal
clampdown on dissent in Syria; thousands have been driven from their
homes and, according to some reports, one city razed; in Syria the Arab
Spring may be coming to a bloody conclusion.
Many nations have condemned the brutal crackdown, and there is move-

ment for a further condemnation by the United Nations of the increasingly
isolated Assad government. But a more vigorous global response to the vio-
lence does not appear likely. The principle of international responsibility to
protect defenseless civilians from their own governments has already been
called into play in Libya, draining international resources and fortitude.
Naomi Kikoler, senior advisor at New York’s Global Centre for the

Responsibility to Protect, did not anticipate any major military intervention
in Syria. She noted, however, that the global community had other options
it could put to use in an effort to stop the violence. Last week, for instance,

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

the Obama administration was con-
sidering economic sanctions on Syria
and discussing whether President
Assad could be accused of war crimes.
Whether or not the “third pillar” of
the responsibility to protect, the mili-
tary option, was practical, “what’s
important now,” said Kikoler, “is the
Security Council’s failure to condemn
the Assad regime.” She complained
that a draft resolution circulating on
June 17 condemning Syria’s actions
against its own citizens had been “sub-
stantially watered down.” Two
Security Council member states,
Russia and China, were continuing
obstacles to an effective U.N. condem-
nation, but Kikoler said it had also
proved difficult to convince Brazil and
India to take a harder line.
Kikoler said that judging by reports

emerging from Syrian communities
devastated by army reprisals, the
Assad regime appeared guilty of
crimes against humanity. She suggest-

ed that a firmer international stance
now could put the Assads and their
supporters on notice about the possi-
ble future repercussions of their acts.
That might discourage further blood-
shed.
Kikoler worried that some nations

were drawing an unintended lesson
from the air campaign over Libya,
inspired by the responsibility to pro-
tect, that is now dragging on far longer
than N.A.T.O. strategists had antici-
pated and is proving a serious drain on
European military resources. “What is
the end game in Libya?” she asked.
The campaign “has exposed a lot of
questions and created a lot of misgiv-
ings” about what it means to accept the
implications of an R2P commitment,
at least militarily.
But another reason for hesitancy in

responding to the Syria crisis is worry
about what comes next. “Even
amongst those who support [a

S Y R I A

‘We Are Dying 
And the World Is Watching’
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destabilization of Syria. “The fanatics
speak about freedom and democracy
for Syria, but this is not their goal,” he
said; “They want to divide the Arab
countries, control them, seize petrol
and sell arms. They seek destabiliza-
tion and Islamization.... Syria must
resist—will resist. Eighty percent of
the people are behind the government,
as are all the Christians.”

U . S .  B I S H O P S

Statement on
Physician-
Assisted Suicide

aking on the issue of physi-
cian-assisted suicide in the
state where voters most

recently approved it, the U.S. bishops
declared suicide “a terrible tragedy, one
that a compassionate society should

work to prevent.” Approved 191 to 1
on June 16 at the bishops’ spring gen-
eral assembly near Seattle, the policy
statement, To Live Each Day With
Dignity, is the first document by the
bishops as a body on the topic of
assisted suicide.
Introducing the statement,

Cardinal Daniel N. DiNardo of
Galveston-Houston, chairman of the
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops’
Committee on Pro-Life Activities,
said he hoped it would counter the
recent “strong resurgence” in activity
by the assisted suicide movement.
“With expanded funding from
wealthy donors, assisted suicide pro-
ponents have renewed their aggressive
nationwide campaign through legisla-
tion, litigation and public advertising,
targeting states they see as most sus-
ceptible to their message,” the docu-
ment says. “If they succeed, society
will undergo a radical change.”
Physician-assisted suicide was

approved by voters in Washington
state in November 2008. It is also legal
in Oregon, where voters approved it in
1994, and Montana, where a state
court has ruled it is not against public
policy.
As Cardinal DiNardo was making

his preliminary presentation of the
document, representatives of
Compassion & Choices, previously
the Hemlock Society, held a news con-
ference in the same hotel where the
bishops were meeting. Barbara
Coombs Lee, president of the organi-
zation, said the bishops’ document
represented an attempt to impose
Catholic beliefs on the entire U.S.
population.
“While we respect religious

instruction to those of the Catholic
faith, we find it unacceptable to
impose the teachings of one religion
on everyone in a pluralistic society,”

she said. “We believe end-of-life care
should follow the patient’s values and
beliefs, and good medical practice, but
not be restricted against the patient’s
will by Catholic Church doctrine.”
Responding to that charge at a later

news conference, Cardinal DiNardo
said the bishops were making a contri-
bution to a “fundamental public
debate” based on “our moral tradition
and sense of solidarity with people.”
“The compassionate way is to bring

assistance to people,” not to encourage
their deaths, he said. According to the
new document, “one cannot uphold
human freedom and dignity by devalu-
ing human life.
“A choice to take one’s life is a

supreme contradiction of freedom, a
choice to eliminate all choices,” the
document says. “And a society that
devalues some people’s lives, by has-
tening and facilitating their deaths,
will ultimately lose respect for their
other rights and freedoms.”
The document also criticizes the

idea of involving physicians in helping
their patients commit suicide, calling it
“a corruption of the healing arts.”

Children and women, fleeing con-
flict in Syria, arrive in Dabbabieh,

in northern Lebanon,  May 16.

Daniel N. DiNardo
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to be withdrawn. In a joint statement,
the Egyptian Coptic, Anglican and
Catholic Churches also expressed
their disapproval of the current draft.
Among the bill’s controversial items is
a stipulation that a new church or
mosque could not be built within one
kilometer of an existing place of wor-
ship, a requirement that Christians say
would make it nearly impossible to
build in densely populated neighbor-
hoods. 

Italy’s Water Works
A referendum in Italy has spotlighted
an emerging social justice issue: access
to safe water as a basic human right.
Italians went to the polls on June 12-13
and voted overwhelmingly to revoke
the proposed privatization of Italy’s
water systems. The issue stirred an

unusually intense debate, with church
leaders arguing that water is the
archetypal “gift from God” that should
not be polluted by the profit motive.
On June 9 a group of more than 100
missionary priests and nuns fasted and
prayed in St. Peter’s Square to under-
line their support for the referendum
and their opposition to the privatiza-
tion of water. Beneath Pope Benedict
XVI’s windows, they unfurled a giant
banner reading: “Lord, help us save the
water!” The next day, Cardinal Peter
Turkson, head of the Pontifical
Council for Justice and Peace, said
water distribution should be a service
provided by governments to their citi-
zens as part of their role in protecting
the common good.

On June 15 Archbishop Silvano Tomasi, the
Vatican’s representative to U.N. organizations in
Geneva, called for a U.N. human rights investigation
into the case of Farah Hatim, a 24-year-old
Pakistani Christian woman who had been kid-
napped, forced to convert to Islam and marry. • The
Rev. Alois Andritzki, a German priest who was
killed by lethal injection at Dachau, was beatified on
June 13 in a service at Dresden Cathedral. • The
Mennonite-affiliated Goshen College of Indiana has
again prohibited the national anthem at sporting events, reversing
a decision last year to allow it, as some Mennonites consider its lyrics
too militaristic for their pacifist tradition. • Archbishop Vincent
Nichols of Westminster, England, said on June 11 that traditional
marriage was a “public good,” vitally important for the “whole of
society” to support at a time when more British couples than ever
were choosing to live and have children together outside of marriage.
• The Vatican confirmed that the planned illicit ordination of the
Rev. Joseph Shen Guoan as bishop of Hankou was postponed indef-
initely, adding that it hoped the decision marks the end to all ordi-
nations without papal approval in China.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

N E W S B R I E F SChurches Unprotected
in Indonesia
Dozens of churches in Indonesia come
under attack every year, and the coun-
try’s president is failing to take action to
stop it, according to a leading Catholic
peace activist. Since 2006 more than
200 attacks on churches have been
recorded by the Indonesian Committee
on Religion and Peace, said Theophilus
Bela, president of the Jakarta Christian
community forum. Bela said that in the
first five months of this year there were
14 attacks on churches and 46 in 2010
as a whole. Bela blamed Indonesia’s
President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono
and his government for not doing
enough to tackle Islamist anti-Christian
violence.  Bela said that although
attacks on churches have declined
somewhat in 2011, Indonesia’s 28.5
million Christian community remains
the most persecuted religious group in
the country.

Church-Building Law
Denounced in Egypt
Christian leaders and human rights
groups in Egypt are raising serious
concerns about a law that would gov-
ern the construction of churches and
mosques. The proposed law would
place the power to permit or deny
building in the hands of local commu-
nities, a decentralized system that crit-
ics argue places the Christian minority
at a distinct disadvantage. “The bill
before us now utterly fails to dispel the
foundations of prejudice experienced
by religious minorities, particularly
Copts, who had hoped to see the insti-
tution of licensing procedures...made
identical to those governing construc-
tion by their Muslim peers,” the Cairo
Institute for Human Rights Studies
wrote in a statement calling for the bill

Alois Andritzki

From CNS and other sources. 
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stock market plunge and the scandals
surrounding the savings and loan
industry temporarily broke big busi-
ness’s political momentum. 
In 1999, however, Congress passed

and President Bill Clinton signed the
Orwellian-named Financial Services
Modernization Act. The law’s “mod-
ernization” provisions begat financial
mega-businesses different in form but
identical in consumer-exploiting func-
tion to those 19th-century
corporate conglomerates
that Teddy Roosevelt had
broken up through vigorous
use of the Sherman
Antitrust Act of 1890. 
The 2010 law did not

come close to undoing the
1999 act. Worse, for almost
a year now, President Barack
Obama has left many key
federal financial regulation
jobs entirely vacant. 
How did it come to this? I will leave

the deeper explanations to theolo-
gians, philosophers and social critics.
My answer centers on the fact that
lobbying to influence public policy has
become ever more supremely lopsided
in ways that favor business interests.
For example, as the political scien-

tists Kay Lehrman Schlozman, Lee
Drutman and others have document-
ed, between 1981 and 2006 the ratio of
business lobbyists to union and public
interest lobbyists working in Washing-
ton, D.C., rose to 16:1 from 12:1,
including nearly 2,800 lobbyists (up
from about 1,500) representing just
the Standard & Poor’s 500 corpora-
tions. 
According to the Federal Election

Commission, the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce is the single biggest

he Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act of
2010 became law last July. Its

first words promised “to promote…
accountability and transparency in the
financial system, to end ‘too big to fail,’
to protect the American taxpayer by
ending bailouts, to protect consumers
from abusive financial services prac-
tices.” But to get the bill passed, its
well-meaning congressional sponsors
had to compromise away toothy provi-
sions like those requiring a strict sepa-
ration between depository banking
and financial trading.
The history behind that lame law is

sadly relevant to understanding how
some among corporate America’s
super-wealthy now dominate Ameri-
can politics and policymaking in ways
that make yesteryear’s Gilded-Age
capitalists and robber barons look like
simon-pure civic do-gooders by com-
parison.
The Banking Act of 1933 strictly

separated investment banking from
commercial banking and imposed
many other restrictions on what today
we would call “financial services” firms.
In every decade thereafter, assorted
corporate interests pushed to repeal
the law in whole or in part. In the early
1980s, as the number of members of
Congress for whom the Great
Depression was no mere chapter of a
history book decreased, the lobbyists
in Gucci loafers almost got their way.
But in 1986 President Ronald Reagan’s
unexpected support for a major bipar-
tisan corporate-loophole-plugging tax
reform law, the sudden October 1987

spender on lobbying, with no close
second. Between 1998 and 2010 the
chamber spent nearly $750 million. Its
recent expenditures have shattered all
records: $91 million in 2008, $144
million in 2009 and $132 million in
2010. 
Many of the other biggest spenders

on lobbying are business interests like
big oil companies. By contrast, the
union membership rate for private sec-

tor workers is now
below 7 percent (it was
nearly 12 percent in
1983) and falling. Public
employee unions now
claim about 7.6 million
workers, but even the
American Federation of
Teachers’ Political Ac-
tion Committee ranked
only 26th on the F.E.C.’s
2009 list of the top 50
PAC contributors. And

public employee unions are now under
political assault in many state capitals.
In 2010, in Citizens United v.

Federal Election Commission, the
Supreme Court removed the last
remaining legal barriers to corporate
“electioneering communications” and
related political “independent expen-
ditures.”
By doctrine and tradition, the

Catholic Church stands against all
who selfishly exploit people for profits.
But if Catholic bishops hope to be any
real political counterweight to the
worst elements in U.S. big business
today, they need to pick up their game,
speak out far more and pressure
Catholics in Congress to fight for
working families and to protect the
needy from the greedy. Labor Day
2011 would not be too soon.

Governed by Greed
T

The church
stands
against 
all who
exploit 

people for
profits.
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nly 21 in 2,000 years.

No other institution, except possibly 
the papacy, has influenced the 
Church and the larger history of the 
Western World more than the 
ecumenical council.  Yet most of us 
know little about it.  This course takes 
you through the fascinating history of 
the council, from its first appearance 
in Nicaea in 325 through Vatican 
Council II, from 1962 through 1965.  

Now you can experience the full 
story that began in Nicaea and contin-
ues today. 
 
This 12-part audio series, created and 
delivered by celebrated Church histo-
rian Professor John W. O’Malley 
explores the deep issues of faith and 
the sometimes curious issues of 
clerical behavior with which the 
councils dealt. 

Councils have been Greek, Latin, 
French and English.  They have 
brought together both Church and 
state authorities.  Some created 
scandal, but more have been respon-
sible for changing the way the world 
sees and understands the Church.  

Councils, which were principally 
(but not exclusively) assemblies of 
bishops, gathered in the name of 
Christ or of the Trinity, and made 
decisions binding on the whole 
Church.  Those decisions were about 
either doctrine (what Christians 
believe), or about “discipline” 
(public behavior especially of 
bishops and priests).  Explore how 
councils gave us the creeds, shaped 
our understanding and practice of the 

sacraments, and settled major contro-
versies.

Though there have been few councils 
in Church history, each stands as a 
powerful milestone for Church devel-
opment and a platform for change.  
To explore the councils is to explore 
the developments of theology and 
history that have given us the Church, 
as we know it today.  With this 

12-talk course, you will understand 
why the ecumenical council remains 
one of the most important institutions 
in Western Civilization.

About Your Presenter

John W. O'Malley, S.J., is currently 
University Professor at Georgetown 
University in Washington, D.C. He 
has held a number of prestigious 
fellowships including ones from the 
Guggenheim Foundation and the 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities. 

His best known work, The First 
Jesuits, has been translated into ten 
languages. John O'Malley has been 
writing on the councils of the Chris-
tian church for many years, with 
special attention to the Council of 
Trent and the Second Vatican Coun-
cil. His latest book, What Happened 
at Vatican II, was published in 2008 
by Harvard University Press.

Fr. John W. O’Malley, S.J., Ph.D.
Professor, Georgetown University
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Status
Update

BY JAMES MARTIN

he industry term for the appeal of a Web site is “sticky.” Visitors
(or “eyeballs”) stick to a site if it is interesting, lively, useful,
provocative and generally appealing. Conversely, the “bounce
rate” refers to how frequently initial visitors navigate away from
a page to a different site. Sticky is good; bouncy is bad. 

How bouncy or sticky are Catholic Web sites? More broadly, how well is
the church using social and digital media in its mission to spread the Gospel?
Since “the church” can mean many things, let’s narrow the topic down: How
well are those who work in church organizations in this country using social
and digital media?
First, the good news. These days almost every Catholic organization and

diocese and most parishes have a firm Web presence. Available to both the
devout and the doubtful, these sites are repositories of useful information. One
can check out editorials in the diocesan newspaper, follow the pastor’s blog (and
read his latest homily), make donations to a favorite Catholic charity, and check
on Mass times. An up-to-date Web site is as much a necessity today as a week-
ly parish bulletin is (or used to be).
More good news: The U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops has found

great success in the world of social media. It has over 29,000 “fans” on
Facebook, where the conference sometimes sponsors trivia contests and
where fans use the page for lively discussions. The conference also maintains
its own YouTube channel and frequently updates its Twitter feed. Sample
tweet: “Are you ready to spend some behind-the-scenes time w/Pope
Benedict XVI at the Apostolic Palace? The grand tour.” (Note 4 tweeters: 2
save space drop XVI).
The bad news is that more than a few Catholic sites are unimaginative, dif-

ficult to navigate, full of dead links and look like they have not been
redesigned since the Clinton administration. In the print world, magazine

T

HOW WELL IS THE CHURCH REACHING

OUT TO PEOPLE IN THE DIGITAL AGE?
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editors are encouraged to redesign every five years. On the
Web, reinvention happens more frequently. If the medium is
the message, then the message is that the church is often a
laggard. More lamentable than the
appearance is the content: while
church sites are repositories for
information, they are often nothing
more than that. While Mass times
and donor information are impor-
tant, a good Web site requires more
than just raw facts. As philosophers
might say, these are a necessary but
not sufficient condition for sticki-
ness. 
Most good Web sites are updat-

ed daily. If they want young eyeballs,
then this is done several times a day.
And good Web administrators post
not just text but video, podcasts,
slideshows and interactive conversa-
tions. If not, he or she should not be
surprised by a lack of visitors.
Those who wonder whether it is
really possible to update sites daily
would do well to remember that
there is plenty going on in our
church, so it is not hard to be cre-
ative: point viewers to international
church news they might not other-
wise see; upload videos of Catholic
speakers; link to articles from your
favorite Catholic magazines (hint);
point to new (or old) Catholic art;
and post the latest Vatican press
release. 

Too Busy?
Many church employees might say:
“Are you nuts? I’m too busy!” But
not updating is like having a micro-
phone in the parish that is not
working. A priest or deacon could
deliver homilies that would put St.
John Chrysostom to shame, but if
no one can hear them, what is the
point? Likewise, if church organiza-
tions do not maintain a fresh Web
site or blog, fewer people—especially the young, who get
their information digitally—are going to visit these sites and
hear the church’s message, or even care if the church is
speaking.
Back to the good news: The official church has hit its

stride in the blogosphere. Archbishop Timothy Dolan of
New York blogs religiously (pun intended). So does
Cardinal Sean O’Malley, O.F.M.Cap., of Boston, who sup-

plements his blog with photos. The
blogosphere is a natural place for
articulate communicators, and there
are many in the church. But blogs
present significant challenges, like
encouraging dialogue among readers
and building a sort of virtual commu-
nity. Take a look at a few diocesan
blogs and note how many comments
there are: often the number is zero.
Why zero? Too often it is because

the blogger posts and then walks
away. To paraphrase Truman
Capote’s comment about Jack
Kerouac, that’s not blogging, that’s
publishing. Responding to com-
menters encourages more people to
read, post and discuss. This practice
is not without its own dangers; it is
easy to get bogged down in arcane
theological e-battles.
Accepting and publishing com-

ments, even those not in line with
church teaching, is another challenge
that demands, besides patient catech-
esis, constant charity. Still more char-
ity is required when the comments
become ad hominem. “In omnibus
caritas,” as Blessed John XXIII liked
to say. Easy to say, but harder to do
when someone says you are an idiot,
a heretic (or both) or that one should
be, as someone recently said of yours
truly, summarily laicized. 

Doubting the Haters
One area where the institutional
church’s relationship with digital
media is doing poorly is in its own
reading of blogs; one can pay too
much attention to those who are
called “haters.” Not a few Catholic
bishops, administrators, theologians,
thinkers, writers, priests, brothers and

sisters have been vilified for no good reason on Catholic
blogs whose raison d’être is to police, condemn and attack.
Some sites seem to have set themselves up as a Web-based
magisterium, even when the inquisitors have little to no the-
ological acumen. After all, on the Web no one knows that
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10 DOS AND DON’TS 
FOR WEB-SAVVY ORGANIZATIONS

Do Engage. Maintain an active presence in
the digital world, including on Facebook and
YouTube. It is easy to set up accounts on
both. Facebook features “fan pages” for pub-
lic organizations that anyone can join or
“like.” Think about newer modes, too, like
mobile phone apps.

Do Update. Frequently. If you are in need of
new content, link to news items that people
might otherwise overlook. Think sticky.

Do Tweet. It is easy to write 140-character
tweets (on Scripture, spirituality, prayer,
books, church news) that will help the people
of God.

Do Redesign. At least every few years
upgrade your Web site. 

Do Scout. Look at popular Web sites, blogs,
Facebook “fan pages,” YouTube videos and
Twitter feeds. What are they posting that
makes them successful?

Don’t Foster Link Rot. Leaving up dead links,
(a k a “link rot”) will frustrate visitors and give
the impression your organization is inatten-
tive or just clueless.

Don’t Be a Hater. Don’t respond to hateful
comments with more hate, no matter how
tempting it is to “get” the other person.
Remember: In all things charity.

Don’t Despair. If you question the need for
this kind of evangelization, remember the
growing power of social and digital media to
reach the young and the not-so-young.

Don’t Be Gullible. Be very discerning when
you stumble upon outright attacks on other
Catholics. Before you jump to conclusions,
find out what is actually going on.

Don’t Be Proud. No medium is beneath us
when it comes to spreading the Gospel.
Remember Jesus used any and all means to
reach people.



you are not Hans Urs von Balthasar.
Sometimes these attacks ping around the Web and find

their way to the Catholic school where the targets of the
attacks work, the university where they teach or the diocese
in which they minister. So a caveat: Don’t believe everything
you read in the blogosphere. Remember that the authors of
some so-called Catholic blogs are not always reliable. It is
better to check with the subject of the attack. 

Languages and Modalities
Back to how the church can better use digital media to
spread the Gospel. As for the (somewhat) newer media, the
church is still playing catch-up. That is understandable:
church workers are busy folks. But the lack of attention may
give the unwitting impression that the church considers
Facebook, YouTube and Twitter as beneath them or inher-
ently risible. “You tweet?” said a priest to me recently.
“Whatever for?” When I told him that I post 140-character
homilies every morning, he rolled his eyes.
My response was this: Does the church seriously want

to reach young people? I mean people who are really
young—not just under 50, but under 25—young men and
women in college or high school. The church longs to
reach the young, but is it willing to speak not only in the
language of young people, but in the modes they use? Or
does the church expect them to come to it and speak, as it
were, in its own language? 
Jesus, after all, asked his followers to go to the ends of the

earth, not just to places where they felt comfortable. And
Jesus did not sit around in Capernaum waiting for people to
come to him. Sometimes people came to the house where he
was staying; more often, he went to them. And more impor-
tant, Jesus spoke in a language that people understood and
used media that people found accessible.
Using a mode of communication specifically designed to

reach his audience, Jesus’ parables were vivid stories that
drew from everyday life—simple tales about farmers plant-
ing seeds, women sweeping their houses, a man being beat-
en by robbers—and easily understood stories from
nature—a mustard seed, lilies, birds, clouds. Jesus spoke the
language of the people of his time, used examples from their
daily lives and offered it all in a mode they appreciated. He
was not afraid of being seen as undignified by talking about
commonplaces like mustard seeds or sheep. The Son of
God did not see that as beneath him. And if he did not con-
sider speaking in familiar styles as undignified, then why
should we?
The truly creative church administrator, pastor or bishop

might even think beyond current modes and into the fastest
emerging field of digital opportunity: mobile communica-
tions, mobile app development and apps specifically
designed for tablet computers (like the iPad). 
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The Birds of the Air
In every age the church has used whatever media were avail-
able to spread the good news. Jesus used parables drawn from
nature and everyday life; St. Paul used letters to reach out to
the early Christians; St. Augustine practically invented the
form of the autobiography; the builders of the great medieval
cathedrals used stone and stained glass; the Renaissance
popes used not only papal bulls but colorful frescoes;
Hildegard of Bingen, some say, wrote one of the first operas;
St. Ignatius Loyola
encouraged the early
Jesuits to write and
publish pamphlets,
and the early Jesuits
used theater and stage-
craft to put on morality plays for entire towns; Dorothy Day
founded a newspaper; Daniel Lord, S.J., jumped into radio;
Bishop Fulton Sheen used television to stunning effect; and
now we have bishops and priests, sisters and brothers and
Catholic lay leaders who blog and tweet.
No medium is beneath us when it comes to proclaiming

the Gospel, especially to the young. This includes Web sites,
but also all social and digital media. How sad it would be if
we did not use the latest tools available to us to communi-
cate the word of God. If Jesus could talk about the birds of
the air, then we can surely tweet.
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THE LORD IS WAITINGTHE LORD IS WAITING FORFOR
YOU IN HIS WORD!YOU IN HIS WORD!

Lectio Divina is a method for the prayerful
reading of the Holy Scriptures. These
manuals include a general introduction of
Sacred Scripture, introduction to Lectio
Divina, detailed description
of the traditional steps of
Lectio Divina, and practical
exercises for prayerful
reading of the Bible.
The manuals are useful
tools for both individuals
and communities that
desire to sincerely
dedicate themselves to
the exciting world of
the prayerful reading of the Bible.

LECTIO DIVINA MANUALLECTIO DIVINA MANUALSS •• SPANISHSPANISH •• ENGENGLLISHISH
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24 books per case •• One language
Only $239.76 •• Save $48.00 per case!

LECTIO DIVINA MANUALSLECTIO DIVINA MANUALSLECTIO DIVINA MANUALS

Learn how to effectively implement Lectio
Divina in your parish. Contact us for more
information at:
CatholicMinistries@americanbible.org

LECTIO DIVINA PROGRALECTIO DIVINA PROGRALECTIO DIVINA PROGRAMMM

Start today with the Lectio Divina Scripture
Journey based on the Roman Catholic
Lect ionary Calendar at :
http://journeys.americanbible.org/

topic/lectio-divina
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1865 Broadway, New York, NY 10023
(212) 408(212) 408--12011201
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Food for Heart, Mind & SoulFood for Heart, Mind & Soul
The Emergent  
Christ
Exploring the 
Meaning of Catholic 
in an Evolutionary 
Universe
ILIA DELIO

The question of
Christ emerging as
the personal center

of the universe is not a question of yes
or no but a question of how that love
will evolve.”  Delio makes one thing
perfectly clear: it is happening and
the evidence is astounding.
978-1-57075-908-6   pbk   $22.00

In the Spirit 
of St. Francis
and the Sultan
Catholics and Muslims Working 
Together for the Common Good
GEORGE DARDESS and
MARVIN L. KRIER MICH

This story of the peaceful encounter 
between St. Francis of Assisi and Sultan 
Malek al-Kamil shows how Christians 
and Muslims can draw on values to work 
together for social justice and peace.
978-1-57075-907-9 pbk  $20.00

Judgment Day
The Struggle for
Life on Earth
PAUL COLLINS

A powerful warning
of the perils of global 
warming and a mobiliza-
tion of the Christian
conscience to change
our thinking, our ways

of acting, and so to save our planet. 
Collins examines the current crisis and
the mental habits of thought that have 
contributed to our dilemma.
978-1-57075-920-8  pbk  $22.00

Abraham
Joshua
Heschel
Essential Writings
Edited with an 
Introduction by
Susannah Heschel

Heschel’s writings
here on prayer, God, 
prophecy, the human 

condition, and the spiritual life vividly 
communicate his instinct for the “holy 
dimension of all existence.”
“If you want to know God, sharpen your 
sense of the human.”  —Abraham Heschel

978-1-57075-919-2   pbk   $20.00

The Art of
Dying and Living
KERRY WALTERS

Explores the connection between
living and dying well by recounting the 
stories of nine figures—Cardinal Joseph 
Bernardin, Sister Thea Bowman, Etty 
Hillesum, Civil Rights martyr Jonathan 
Daniels, the Trappist monks of Algeria, 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Pope John Paul II, 
and Caryll Houselander—and the
virtues they embodied.
978-1-57075-924-6  pbk  $20.00

Christian 
Peace and 
Nonviolence
A Documentary 
History
Edited by
MICHAEL G. LONG
Foreword by
Stanley Hauerwas

A comprehensive survey of two
thousand years of Christian voices
for peace and a witness to the power
of Christian nonviolence in history
and in our own time.
978-1-57075-922-2  pbk  $40.00

All Is Grace
A Biography of 
Dorothy Day
JIM FOREST

Dorothy Day, one of
the most prophetic 
voices in the American 
Catholic church,
has recently been 

proposed as a candidate for canonization. 
In this lavishly illustrated biography, Jim 
Forest provides a compelling portrait of 
her heroic efforts to live out the radical
message of the Gospel for our time.
978-1-57075-921-5 pbk $27.00

Mirrors of 
Grace
The Spirit and 
Spiritualities of the 
Maryknoll Fathers 
and Brothers
JOSEPH R. VENEROSO

In this beautiful
celebration of 

Maryknoll spirituality, Fr. Joseph 
Veneroso shows how Maryknoll
missioners reflect the holiness, goodness, 
beauty and truth they see in the lives
of the people they serve on three
continents. Color photos.
978-1-57075-928-4  hc  $20.00 
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From your bookseller or direct

Follow us

www.maryknollmall.org

ORBIS BOOKS
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osh Noem tried rustic retreats in the woods. He
tried combining workouts and prayer. He even tried
holding discussions at the local pub. But much to
his chagrin, nothing worked. When Mr. Noem was
hired as a campus minster at the University of

Portland in 2005, he was asked to involve a larger number
of young men on campus, but his programs failed to engage
more than a handful of students, and many of those who did
show up were already regulars. 
All that changed in 2007 when Mr. Noem and Thomas

Bruketta, then a part-time campus minister at the universi-
ty, came across an article called “Men, Spirituality, and the
Collegiate Experience” by W. Merle Longwood, Mark W.
Muesse, and William Schipper, O.S.B., that detailed the
origins of a successful men’s discussion group at St. John’s
University in Collegeville, Minn. Mr. Noem and Mr.
Bruketta adapted the plan for their own students. They
gathered 11 freshmen recommended by hall directors or
professors and pitched the following: A small group would
meet regularly for the next four years; each year, the men
would discuss a different theme, keeping in mind the con-
cepts of truth, brotherhood, justice and authentic masculin-
ity. The freshmen were intrigued. They called themselves
the League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, in a playful
homage to the comic book series. 
“By the end of the fall there was a different energy about

this group,” Mr. Noem said. “They were asking when the
next meeting was. Getting them to attend wasn’t like pulling
teeth. They were willing to take on leadership roles.”
The group at Portland, which goes by the nickname

LXG, has since grown to include more than 70 young men
engaged in nine small groups at the college. For many, LXG
was their first contact with campus ministry. Here is how it
works: In the first year the men meet regularly—usually
every week or every other week—to answer the question,
“Who am I, and what do I believe?” In the second year, they
discuss relationships. Year three covers resiliency, which Mr.
Noem describes as a “code word for suffering.” In the final
year they discuss their vocations. The discussions are facili-
tated by two members of the college faculty or staff, includ-
ing laypeople and religious. The members also help to orga-
nize service opportunities and campuswide events that
reach out to other men. Mr. Noem estimates a 75-percent

retention rate overall since 2007.
The purpose of the discussion groups, Mr. Noem said, is

to provide a safe, confidential environment in which the par-
ticipants can build core relationships and talk about those
things that are “deeper and more authentic” than the stereo-
typically male topics of sports or women or video games.
Spirituality may play a role in these discussions but it is not
necessarily the focus, and students of all faiths or no faith
are welcome. Mr. Noem said that listening to other men
describe their beliefs enables participants to open up to one
another in new ways. 
“For them to just name their experience puts that experi-

ence in the open, and there’s a solidarity that supports
them,” Mr. Noem said. “They realize they’re not alone, and
it’s O.K. to rely on other people.” Mr. Noem serves as a facil-
itator for a group and has accompanied those first 11 mem-
bers through to their graduation this past May. “The big
conclusion we had was [that] we’re all dealing with things,
and the general tendency was to keep it inside, and they
were realizing that that wasn’t healthy.” 

A Model to Replicate
Last November, LXG was named an “exemplary program” for
“facilitating personal development” by the Catholic Campus
Ministry Association, meaning that the program offers a suc-
cessful model that can be imitated by other colleges.
Gar Kellom, a researcher who served as the executive direc-

tor of the Men’s Center at St. John’s University in Collegeville,
Minn., for nearly two decades, was one of the founders of the
student discussion groups on which LXG was based. In 2008
he obtained a grant from the Lilly Endowment and awarded
funds to 14 U.S. colleges to help them identify the best prac-
tices for increasing male engagement in vocational discern-
ment activities. Some institutions, like the University of
Portland and Siena College used some the funds to assist with
men’s discussion groups, while others sought to motivate male
athletes to spend time volunteering or to train faculty mem-
bers for new courses or to conduct research. 
Mr. Kellom knew that college men needed a bit of motiva-

tion. According to a study from the Higher Education
Research Institute, 68 percent of male college students are
interested in spirituality, but men were less likely than women
to demonstrate that interest. Women are also more likely to
take part in service learning opportunities. “Men are social-
ized not to be in touch with feelings or emotions or inner

A Guy Thing
An extraordinary leadership program for men on campus 
BY KERRY WEBER
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lives,” Mr. Kellom said. “You hear people say, ‘man up’, in other
words, ‘Don’t show emotions or feelings,’ and that includes a
spiritual side.”
Through approximately 1,000 interviews with men at the

colleges that received grants from the Lilly Endowment, Mr.
Kellom and his fellow researchers found that the college-aged
men perceived their friends as being committed to traditional
masculinity, even while they saw themselves as able to go
against those stereotypes. “We asked them about participat-
ing in men’s groups and they said, ‘I’d be interested in spiritu-
ality groups, but my friends wouldn’t,’” he said. “The biggest
inhibitor is the misperception of the socially constructed mas-
culinity. Guys are willing to talk, contrary to what others say.
They need to get past the inhibitor that it’s not cool to do it.”
Creede Caldwell, 21, of Helena, Mont., was one of the

founding members of LXG at the University of Portland. He
graduated this year and will serve as a full-time volunteer at a
L’Arche community in Syracuse, N.Y., through the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps. Mr. Caldwell said that his small group
forced him to be more thoughtful about what it means to be
a man. “I had a really good role model for what a man is in my
father, but I hadn’t necessarily spent a lot of time in my own
life contemplating it,” he said. “What LXG did was give me
room to explore the specifics, the basic principles and the
actions and gestures a real man would use, rather than fitting
into the stereotypical.”

Seeking Out Stereotypes
Sometimes, however, the stereotype comes in handy. One of
LXG’s yearly events is called the Manquisition, a kind of
mock trial involving cartoonishly macho judges who demand

explanations from those men who do not conform to simi-
larly macho stereotypes. The list of defendants at the event
(the tone of which is described by Caldwell as “Stephen
Colbert meets Monty Python”) has included a priest, a male
student majoring in education, a student engaged to be mar-
ried and a senior who made a quilt for his girlfriend for
Christmas. Amid the humor, “defendants” offer moving tes-
taments to their atypical choices and lifestyles. 
But, according to Mr. Noem, for the event to be successful

it had to attract the kind of college men who might not con-
sider attending the discussion groups. So the posters adver-
tising the event depicted a man fighting a grizzly bear with a
chainsaw. “We don’t want to be speaking only to guys who are
well adjusted and integrated,” Mr. Noem said. “We want to
speak to guys who take this stereotype seriously, so we use
that stereotype but always as an invitation to transcend.”
This intention was not immediately clear, however, to

some members of a feminist discussion group on campus,
who objected to the event and, in general, questioned the need
for the men’s discussion groups. So Mr. Noem invited a rep-
resentative from the feminist group to an LXG planning
meeting, which he said has led to a fruitful, ongoing discus-
sion. “We realized we were on the same page about authentic
human development and the need to transcend those gender
roles that society puts upon us,” he said. “It’s not just women
who are oppressed by the false masculine. Men are too, and
it’s important to keep that dialogue open.”
Eric Grussing, 22, of Lakefield, Minn., a recent graduate

of St. John’s, said that remaining with his small group for
four years helped him to feel comfortable discussing issues of
relationships and masculinity in a way that was different
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Portland’s League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen on a hiking trip at Silver
Falls State Park, Ore., in 2008



from the communication style he used with his closest
friends. He found he was more open about his own thoughts
and opinions and of those around him. “It’s made me more
empathetic toward the lives of others,” he said. “The majori-
ty of experiences I had before were basically guys just relat-
ing to each other on a sports basis or something. When guys
are good buddies they can give each other a hard time and be
comfortable making
fun of one another.
But this experience
was an opportunity to
have more thoughtful
conversations about the things we normally bottle up.” 
Men who restrict themselves to macho male stereotypes

often suffer from it, said William Schipper, O.S.B., the
director of campus ministry at St. John’s University. “The
male script is that you’re only supposed to be strong and
independent, but that’s not always a healthy script,” he said.
Father Schipper has helped to organize and facilitate the
men’s discussion groups at St. John’s since 1997. “Men can
also be very restrictive when it comes to physical touch with
other men,” he said. “Often it has to do with homophobia
and the desire to convey the message: ‘I’m not gay.’” Father
Schipper said this fear can rob men of the fulfillment of the
“basic human need for human touch that is sustaining and
positive that doesn’t have to be sexual.”
The confidential discussion groups can help young men

to gain a personal perspective on larger social issues.
“Human beings in general, when they see a face and they
look someone in the eye, are much more accepting than
when it’s in the theoretical,” Father Schipper said. “I’ve had
students at various stages of the discussion come out to the
group and talk about their experience of being gay,” he said,
adding that he has witnessed only acceptance and support
in the students’ reactions. “You have to realize they’re in a
group that has become close,” he said. “In this context, the
students have more of a personal investment.”
The effects of these discussion groups can extend beyond

the regular meetings. Brandon Morgan, 19, a sophomore at
the University of Portland, is in his second year of LXG. He
has become close friends with the other men in his group,
and he says they often discuss the issues and experiences
they have had through LXG, outside the group setting. He
said that one friend who had not been a part of LXG dur-
ing his freshman year has decided to join one of the groups
in the fall. “We didn’t try to convince him,” said Mr. Morgan.
“He just saw how close we’d become and all the fun we were
having and he didn’t want to miss out on that experience.”
Mr. Morgan hopes his friend will find the program as ben-
eficial as he has thus far. “It’s been an enlightening experi-
ence to see who I actually am instead of who I think I am or
who I show to the world.”
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ired and worn
down, I gave in
to the call. 
There is no

easy way to explain the
winding road I took
through eight years of
journalism, eight newspa-
pers and five states before
I arrived in college cam-
pus ministry. 
But I know that every

interview with an athlete,
grieving family member
and pushy school superin-
tendent helped prepare
me for my job today as a
campus minister for law
and medical students at
Northwestern University. 
Back then, I lived a

hectic life with constant deadlines.
When I was not writing stories, I
was on the phone conducting inter-
views, sometimes for more than an
hour at a time, or responding to
angry readers. Now, in my first year
of ministry, my conversations center
on exams and summer plans. I ask
questions about companionship and
faith. They are not probing ques-
tions asked in a way to elicit hidden
information. They are questions that
show I care. 
A great journalist, John C. Quinn,

known as “Chips,” had this advice for
reporters: “Care. Care. Care. Take it
and show it.” Quinn was an editor at

Course Correction

T
My journey from journalism to campus ministry 
BY CLARISSA V. ALJENTERA
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The Poughkeepsie Journal in New
York when he was killed in a car acci-
dent at the age of 34. As a reporter, I
tried to heed his counsel. In a way, his
words may have helped lead me to my
chosen path.
Working in ministry allows me to

care about students in ways that would
have seemed artificial as a newspaper
reporter. My work is not recognized in
another byline but in a student’s spiri-
tual life and in the choices he or she
makes. Seeing my name in print did
provide a charge of sorts, but the rela-
tionships I have forged in ministry
have proved far more rewarding in the
long run.
As a young adult, I can understand

the pain that students experience. I
know what it is like to leave your fam-
ily to follow your passion, to live thou-

sands of miles away
from home. They won-
der why I decided to
settle in a city where I
had no close friends or
professional connec-
tions. I tell them I bring
to my job the same
stubbornness and sense
of adventure that made
me a decent reporter. I
am determined to make
it work.
I decided to leave

journalism in 2007
because newspapers
were struggling and I
could not see a future in
the profession. It was a
very difficult decision.
Night after night I

cried while kneeling in front of my
Santo Niño, a wooden statue of Jesus
as a child, a popular image among
Filipino Americans. That same image
inspired me as a teenager when I first
considered ministry. At the time, my
parents persuaded me to find a better-
paying job, though journalism was not
the lucrative career they envisioned.
A life in ministry offers many

rewards, though they cannot easily be
measured. Helping a student find still-
ness on a busy afternoon, guiding a
student in prayer as she ponders a life-
changing decision—these are graced
moments that I take part in almost
every day. 
Witnessing the transformation of

students’ lives makes me want to work
harder on my own faith life. One
young woman, whom I will call

FAITH IN  FOCUS

CLARISSA V. ALJENTERA is a campus minis-
ter at Sheil Catholic Center at Northwestern
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Samantha, told me about her desire to
find a spouse whose cultural back-
ground and faith tradition matched
hers. She was born in India and
brought up in the Syro-Malabar
Catholic Church. Our conversations
revolved around her Catholic identity
and how it was important for her pro-
fessionally and personally within the
medical profession. Samantha asked
me to pray for her the weekend she
broke up with her boyfriend because
the relationship was no longer moving
in the direction she had hoped.
Journeying with students through

ministry can be a rich experience as each
story unfolds in its own time. To truly
be an effective minister, I have to think
beyond weekend retreats, social events
and weeklong service trips. I have to dig
deeper. One day, I may find myself
researching St. Dominic’s nine ways of
prayer; on another, looking up stories
about end-of-life care. I do my best to
help students navigate stressful profes-
sions that routinely push their work-life

boundaries and test their morals.
The shift to campus ministry has

been a tough and sometimes lonely
road for me. Along the way, I have
drawn strength from the students I
have met. Consider Rich (not his real
name), who also began in daily jour-
nalism but now is pursuing a career in
law. He is struggling to find communi-
ty and a place to be
centered. Through a
series of monthly
conversations, we
worked together to
place this desire in
the context of his daily life. We talked
about sports, current events and legal
writing assignments but always
returned to the subject of how Rich
could best be himself. 
Like Rich, I have struggled to find a

professional community and a com-
munity of faith. This journey has led
me away from the majestic California
coastline to a city known for skyscrap-
ers. The change has been difficult, but

I have grown more comfortable with
my solitude. I no longer push back but
accept this unknown path that creates
fleeting moments of beauty amid long
stretches of loneliness. 
Finding a healthy work-life balance

has been easier in ministry than it was
in journalism. Not everything has to
be done by a 6 p.m. deadline. I live life

at a more subdued
pace. I try not to
become over-
whelmed. There is
no 24-hour news
cycle in campus

ministry, though my tenure in journal-
ism has helped me to guide students in
their own moments of stress, when
they burrow into their study caves to
prepare for final exams. 
Settling in to my new life was more

challenging than I had imagined, but I
now celebrate a wonderful freshman
year in ministry. This journey contin-
ues to surprise me and leaves me want-
ing more.
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y husband and I are expect-
ing our first child this sum-
mer—a boy. For the first

few months we kept the pregnancy a
secret. It felt right to protect it some-
how. But I have never been good at
keeping secrets, especially joyful ones,
so eventually we told our family and
then co-workers and friends. 
After we made the announcement

at a New Year’s Eve party, one of my
male friends half-jokingly said to me
and also to the room: “You’re going to
do natural childbirth, right? You’re not
one of those women who goes in for
drugs and hospitals.” Having been pre-
sent at a number of labors and deliver-
ies, I had to confess that I was not sure
what kind of woman I was. I told him
that I would really like to do a natural
childbirth, but it might depend on the
size of the baby’s head and how long I
am in labor. I felt that I had let him
down. 
That was only the beginning. No

one could have prepared me for the
nonstop series of questions asked of
pregnant women. From the moment I
announced I was expecting, it seems
that everyone wanted me to choose a
side. Will you be the “kind of woman”
who uses cloth diapers or disposable,
who delivers at home or in a hospital,
who works full time or stays home?
Are you going to co-sleep or put the
baby in a bassinet by the bed? Are you
going to vaccinate, or do you think it is
dangerous? Another friend told me I
should allow the baby to play only

Life Choices
A barrage of questions surrounds my first pregnancy.
BY ANNA NUSSBAUM KEATING
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with unpainted wooden blocks,
because plastic toys and stuffed ani-
mals would ruin his untrammeled
imagination.
All of these details were enough to

overwhelm me. Some days I wanted to
tell everyone: “This is my first child.
Ask me again in three
years.” Other days, I
was not even sure
that I cared about
finding the answers
to these questions.
Sure, I have my own
hang-ups and prefer-
ences: I’ve always
hoped to breastfeed,
and I plan to ban
video games in the
house because I
despise them. After
all, we all want a
sense of control. But while the choice
of sleeping arrangements or toys can
be important, neither is important
enough to create a divide between me
and other women whose choices may
differ from mine. 
All this choosing of sides right at

the start felt strange, like making my
child a little extension of myself, a lit-
tle project before he was even born, as
if the type of sling I carry him in or the
type of trucks he plays with will pro-
ject my brand, or his value, into the
world.
Mostly these discussions of details

do not begin to touch the sheer terror,
wonder or delight of being pregnant
for the first time. More than anything,
I just need to be with that for a while.
My husband and I went to the doc-

tor’s office for an ultrasound test at five
months. We sat in a dark room and
stared at real-time pictures of our son’s
squirming body on a large overhead
screen. We could hardly believe he
existed, yet there he was, moving his
arms and legs, opening and closing his

mouth, practicing swallowing. We had
never before marveled at the action of
swallowing, at the perfect fit of each
white vertebra in a human spine, at the
hemispheres of the brain, the lattice-
work of tiny bones in hands and feet
and ankles. It was beautiful. It made all
the discomfort seem purposeful—
women’s bodies a holy and living sacri-
fice. It was like falling in love. The
ultrasound tech tried to make polite
conversation, pointing out the baby’s
organs and asking us about the nurs-
ery or lack thereof. We tried to be
courteous and talk back, but we could
barely speak. 
This little being had been called

forth, and we had been entrusted with
his care. For the first time, Psalm 139
read less like poetry and more like a
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simple description of what was hap-
pening beneath my heart: “For you
created my inmost being; you knit me
together in my mother’s womb. I
praise you because I am fearfully and
wonderfully made.”
There was so much to marvel at, so

many changes: the first surprisingly
strong kick of a baby beneath my taut
skin, and my body, once composed of
so many lines, becoming all circles like
Picasso’s “Girl Before a Mirror.”
Expecting a baby made me think of my
own parents in glad ways. I marveled
at the fact that we all enter the world
unable to do anything for ourselves
and that people feed us, clothe us and
change our diapers not because they
always feel like it but because it is the
right thing to do.
A memory of my own mother

comes back to me. It is 20 years ago
and she is sitting on the floor next to
my brother’s bunk bed in the dark
singing lullabies. My little brother is
on the bottom bunk, and I am on the
top; we are making requests. It was
always the same few songs—“Softly
and Tenderly” or “Birmingham Jail”—
but we wanted to keep her singing.
These songs signaled the end of every
day and the beginning of every night. I
remember every word of these night-
time rituals, though the words them-
selves were not particularly important.
Maybe it was enough that someone
cared to sing to us at all and to do it
again and again. In the end, it is not
the particular decisions—pacifier or
no pacifier, co-sleeper or bassinet—
that make the biggest impact. It is the
things we do again and again that con-
vey to children that they themselves
are a gift.
My husband and I are deciding on

diapers and work schedules and col-
lecting secondhand clothes. But most-
ly we are just waiting, waiting to meet
our son and kiss his little feet, waiting
to bless him, to welcome him home
and carry on the lifelong work of lov-
ing him.
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oody Allen’s latest film,
Midnight in Paris, fol-
lows the adventures of a

successful Hollywood screenwriter
named Gil (Owen Wilson), who
longs to publish a novel, or anything
more serious than the screenplays
that have made him rich and famous.
Gil is the latest version of the typical
“Woody character,” whom Richard A.
Blake, S.J., America’s longtime film
critic, described in his book Woody

Allen: Profane and Sacred as one who
“stutters and stumbles...through life,
insecure, threatened, and desperately
unhappy.” 
Not quite desperate, but getting

there, Gil and his fiancée, Inez (Rachel
McAdams), have come to Paris to
accompany her parents on their busi-
ness trip. As early as the couple’s first
day of sightseeing, Gil waxes nostalgic
about the Paris of the 1920s, when
“real writers,” like Hemingway,

Fitzgerald, Gertrude Stein and other
American expatriates, mingled with
the likes of Freud, Picasso and Dalí. By
a horrible coincidence, they meet an
old flame of Inez’s, Paul (Michael
Sheen), who adds to Gil’s misery with
his pedantic observations on French
art and architectural sites. By the end
of the first day, Gil breaks away from
the group and wanders aimlessly
through the streets at night.
As he sits on the steps of a church,

the steeple bell strikes midnight and a
taxi pulls up. Gil is lured into the car
and taken to a party where Cole Porter
is playing the piano, and the first
guests he meets are F. Scott himself
and Zelda. The Fitzgeralds persuade
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Left to Right: Marion Cotillard, Alison Pill, Owen Wilson and Woody Allen on the set of “Midnight in Paris.”
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MOVEABLE FEAST
Woody Allen’s ‘Midnight in Paris’
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him to join them and their pal Ernest
Hemingway for late-night revelry at a
café where Josephine Baker is dancing;
and the group ends the evening at
Gertrude Stein’s salon, where she pass-
es the time arguing with Picasso.
Astounded (naturally), Gil nonethe-
less finds a way to return every night to
continue the party and, as a bonus, to
enjoy the company of Picasso’s current
mistress, Adriana (Marion Cotillard),
a free-spirited fashion designer who
came to Paris to work with Coco
Chanel. 
Allen has been reported to have

called this film his “love song to Paris.”
And he knows how to do love songs.
Many moviegoers can happily recall
his ongoing love affair with New York.
Beginning with “Take the Money and
Run” in 1969, on through the ’70s and
’80s with “Annie Hall,” “Hannah and
Her Sisters,” “Crimes and Misde-
meanors” and “Broadway Danny
Rose,” and as recently as “Anything
Else” in 2003, Allen’s images, charac-
ters and plotlines expertly captured
the city’s unique combination of goofy
energy, intellectual vitality and roman-
tic possibilities. His romance with
Gotham peaked in the opening scenes
of “Manhattan” (1979), which offered
a montage of New York’s loveliest
landmarks, accompanied by the New
York Philharmonic’s hyper-lush rendi-
tion of Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue.” 
In recent years, though, Allen has

occasionally traded New York for
London, the setting for “Match Point”
and “Scoop,” and for Spain in “Vicky
Cristina Barcelona,” investing both
locales with a similar mix of frantic
energy, erotic conflicts and romantic
elegance. Now he enters Paris. But this
is not his first visit to the City of Light.
In 1996 his romantic farce “Everyone
Says I Love You” spent a little time in
Venice but most of its time in the
French capital. 
“Midnight in Paris” begins as

“Manhattan” does, with a collage of
the famous sights of the city. The
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some things won’t be stopped

a man came in the door
to see a doctor about his breathing

his hands were wrinkled and tanned
i imagined them patting the head of a good dog

his wife wandered the house while he was here
confused
because he’s not there

she set the table for two
and then four and then ten

i took the man’s history, asked him what his allergies were

she took off the sheets from their bed
because she supposed
she left him there

the man coughed violently, i put oxygen under his nose

she cried
and moved the dresser in front of the window

the doctor wanted the man to stay
pneumonia had settled in his frail lungs

she hid in the closet
tasted her salty tears
held his scratchy flannel shirt to her cheek

the man smiled at me, patted my hand
he must go
he must go home to his wife
she is alone
she does not like to be alone

he took small steps to the door
he paused to cough
this i cannot stop

J E N N I F E R  L Y N N  W I L L S

JENNIFER LYNN WILLS is an emergency room nurse in St. Louis. This poem was the first run-
ner-up in this year’s Foley Poetry Contest. 



sequence, however, is less dewy-eyed.
Instead of the Gershwin rhapsody, the
soundtrack is a brassy jazz tune;
instead of the moody chiaroscuro, the
images resemble touristy snapshots.
The pedestrian daylight shots of the
Arc de Triomphe, the Paris Opera,
Notre Dame Cathedral and
Montmartre gradually shift, however,
into evening scenes along the Seine
and, finally, into a nighttime portrait of
the brilliantly illuminated Eiffel
Tower, a preview of the allure that the
Paris nights will hold for Gil.
Gil’s novel-in-progress focuses on

the owner of a “nostalgia shop.” Inez
and her friends accuse Gil of engaging
in nostalgia simply as “an escape from
the pain of the present” and describe
his problem as “Golden Age thinking.”
But his nightly visits to the “moveable
feast” of 1920s Paris show why a writ-
er might prefer to have lived in that
place and time. The casual name-
dropping—Modigliani, Jean Cocteau,
Braque, Archibald MacLeish, Djuna
Barnes—provokes the same zeitgeist
chuckles that many of Allen’s New
Yorker magazine pieces have earned. 
But the cinematic appearance of

some of the literary and artistic greats
is even more delightful. Hemingway
(Corey Stoll), with his unsmiling and
aggressive stare, converses exactly as he
writes, in sharp simple or compound
sentences that refer frequently to
“bravery,” “death” and “grace under
pressure.” In addition, he regularly
invites people to a round of boxing.
Kathy Bates reincarnates Gertrude
Stein, delivering her critical opinions
while sitting beneath Picasso’s portrait
of her. Later on, Adrien Brody is even
more outlandish as a hyper-enthusias-
tic Salvador Dalí. The lovely Alison
Pill exhibits all of Zelda Fitzgerald’s
Southern charm as well as her incipi-
ent madness. Add to this the brief
appearances of Luis Buñuel, Man Ray
and, for a few seconds, T. S. Eliot; and
one can sympathize with Gil’s prefer-
ence for this era over his current life
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The 2009 National Symposium on the
Present and Future of Catholic Hispanic 
Ministry in the United States and the dual 
language edition of this book bring together 
a rich understanding of current practice 
with the task of envisioning and planning 
for the future. Both book and symposium 
were the result of collaboration of many 
individuals active in Hispanic ministry,
educational institutions, organizations,
supporters, as well as the contributions
of the benefi ciaries of this landmark
and essential study.
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with a bland fiancée and her hostile
parents. 
The contrast is so strong that one

might wonder how Gil ever ended up
engaged to Inez. She has no apprecia-
tion of his literary ambitions, contra-
dicts and criticizes him at every turn
and is happy to spend time shopping
and sightseeing with her parents or
dancing (and doing other activities)
with her old flame. Gil admits to an
occasional panic attack at the thought
of their engagement and confesses to
Adriana that he and Inez have a “dis-
connect with the big things” in life.
Meanwhile, Allen, framing Cotillard
in the golden glow of bistro lighting
or the violet hue of a Parisian evening,
offers Gil a sensuous alternative.
Adriana’s only failing is that she, an
inhabitant of the Paris of the Lost
Generation, finds her own situation
“prosaic and vulgar” and wishes that
she had lived in the real “golden age”
of Paris, the Belle Époque of the
1890s.
Lest time-travel strike one as too

fantastical for Woody Allen, one need
only recall those of his other films that
also played with such flights of fancy.
As far back as 1972, one of the clever-
est segments of “Everything You
Wanted to Know about Sex* (*But
Were Afraid to Ask)” was set in
medieval times, with Allen as the court
jester-cum-stand-up comic. That same
year, in “Play It Again, Sam,” a 1940s-
era Humphrey Bogart coached Allen’s
character on the best (and politically
incorrect) ways to “treat a dame.” In
“Sleeper” (1973) Allen’s cryogenically
preserved main character traveled 200
years into the future. Two years later,
“Love and Death” was set in czarist
Russia but loaded with anachronistic
one-liners. “Zelig” (1983) placed its
protagonist in various historical
moments, appearing in newsreels with
Woodrow Wilson, Babe Ruth, Pope
Pius XI, Hitler and at a garden party
hosted by F. Scott Fitzgerald. “The
Purple Rose of Cairo” (1985) explored
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WILD THINGS

the ultimate moviegoer fantasy, as a
Hollywood leading man stepped out
of the film and into the real
Depression-era life of his lovelorn fan,
eventually being forced to decide
whether to stay in her world or return
to his filmic exis-
tence. Allen’s “nostal-
gia” films usually
included a satirical
view of the contem-
porary world.
“Midnight in

Paris,” however, offers a significant
twist on the formula. At the film’s con-
clusion, Gil admits that his nostalgic
imagination may indeed serve as a
“denial of the painful present.” But as
he learns from Adriana’s dissatisfac-
tion with her present age and from his
encounters with the artists of the Belle
Époque who, in turn, wish they had
lived in the Renaissance, many peo-
ple—especially artists—find the pre-
sent, as Gil phrases it, “a little unsatis-
fying.” But, he argues, life is “always
unsatisfying.”

This is a far cry from many of
Allen’s earlier films that suggested a
preference for art over life: the true
meaning of life found only in watching
Marx Brothers films at the end of
“Hannah and Her Sisters,” or in writ-

ing a play about
romance rather
than wallowing in
his personal
romantic failures in
“Annie Hall,” or in
accepting that the

“perfect ending” is found only in
movies, not in real life, as he philoso-
phizes at the end of “Crimes and
Misdemeanors.”
To call life “unsatisfying” seems far

more positive than calling it absurd
and meaningless. Woody Allen seems
almost in danger of enjoying life—
who knew?—but maybe only if he’s
living in Paris. 

MICHAEL V. TUETH, S.J., is associate chair-
person of the Department of Communication
and Media Studies at Fordham University in
New York.

ON THE  WEB
Jake Martin, S.J., reviews 
the film “Bridesmaids.”
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WHEN THE KILLING’S DONE
By T. C. Boyle
Viking. 384p $26.95

T. C. Boyle’s new novel offers all that
his readers have come to expect: com-
pelling narrative, exhilarating writing
and vigorous engagement of issues
that preoccupy the American imagina-
tion. The author of 13 novels and nine
collections of short stories, Boyle is
both prolific and accomplished, a
recipient of the Pen/Faulkner Award
and a member of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters. His last
novel, The Women, a fictional account
of the real-life amours of Frank Lloyd
Wright, was a New York Times best-
seller, demonstrating once again that



intelligent, historically based novels
can prove popular with contemporary
readers. 
This latest offering takes on a more

urgent subject: the disastrous effects of

human encroachment upon the natu-
ral world and its fragile ecosystems
and the things we can or cannot do to
remedy the cataclysms we create. In
the wake of global warming, nuclear

meltdown and species endangerment,
Boyle’s novel arrives in the nick of
time. We are worried about the earth
we seem to be systematically ruining,
and the story identifies, dramatizes
and perhaps even exploits our fears. 
Yet Boyle’s book is no tale of

Chicken Little. Instead, it is a knowing
satire on the warring factions of envi-
ronmental crusaders whose ostensible
aim is to save the earth but whose hid-
den desire is to claim ownership of it
and keep it to themselves, thank you.
Readers learn much about the dire
consequences of environmental med-
dling, both intentional and accidental,
that has taken place on the California
Channel Islands off the coast of Santa
Barbara. Bird species teeter on the
brink of extinction because egg-eating
rats have been shipwrecked on Ana
Capa; domestic sheep introduced by
ranchers devour the vegetation that
keeps the island of Santa Cruz from
disintegrating into the Pacific; and
feral hogs drive off the dwarf foxes that
have roamed the island hills from time
immemorial.
Alma Boyd Takesue comes to the

rescue of these threatened eco-out-
posts, motivated by scientific impera-
tive but also by personal attachment.
(We learn early on, in the tour-de-
force opening chapter, that her ship-
wrecked grandmother was saved from
death by coming aground on Ana
Capa when pregnant with Alma’s
mother. So in a very real sense, Alma
owes her life to these islands.) Dr.
Takesue’s methods, however, are
harsh: outright extermination of the
invasive species through a variety of
less-than-humane means, ranging
from poisoning-by-airdrop to the hir-
ing of Outback bounty hunters. 
Enter her nemesis, a PETA-

obsessed brute with the unlikely name
of Dave LaJoy, whose love of animals
far outstrips any affection he might
have harbored for members of the
human species. LaJoy’s misanthropy is
Swiftian in ferocity and breadth, his
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hatred toward people generalized and
liberally dispensed. No one—with the
exception of his girlfriend, Anise—
escapes his disdain, including the
blameless waitress who serves him
breakfast every morning at the diner
he ritually patronizes. In this locale,
where we first meet him and
encounter him repeatedly in the book,
the reader cannot help but wonder
why the man doesn’t find another
restaurant to eat his morning eggs—
until one realizes that he loves to hate
people. 
LaJoy’s conversion to animal-rights

activism—and a conversion it is, since
he is as faithful to the movement as
any religious devotee—is treated with
similar wry comedy, as the result of his
randomly receiving a pamphlet one
day featuring big-eyed animals caught
in the maw of the meat industry rather
than as the conclusion of his exercise
of rational deliberation. LaJoy’s rage,
previously diffuse and undirected,
happily finds a target, and he aims it,
as all bullies do, at a single person who
represents what he thinks he hates
most, the murderous (to his mind)
Alma Takesue. 
Just as the reader settles in for a

Let-the-Games-Begin genre of plot
and envisions the predictable A
plague-on-both-your-houses conclu-
sion, however, the novel (like all good
art) defies expectations. Irritating as
she may be, Alma gradually emerges
as the heroine of the novel, despite
her control-freakiness and her own
bouts of anger and ritual obses-
sions—the latter focused primarily
on food she places in her mouth and
on the sound (and unseen emissions)
of engines that slide along the freeway
outside her apartment building. Alma
may be as anxiety-ridden and zealous
as LaJoy, but her zeal is grounded in
real knowledge of what is happening
to the planet and in genuine love of
the islands she is trying to save. Her
devotion to the cause is signaled by
her willingness to engage the unpleas-
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ant but unchangeable paradox that
governs the natural world: the death
of one creature preserves and sustains
the life of another. This is a reality
LaJoy rejects (supposedly) on princi-
ple, even as he downs his runny eggs,
much to the disgust of his vegan girl-
friend, a concession to the necessity of
maintaining his gym-toned muscle
mass. 
It is telling that amid so much dark

adumbration of extinction, the over-
riding emotion governing these char-
acters is not fear but anger. Gradually
we come to realize that Boyle’s true
subject is not the pitfalls of environ-
mental activism but the endless
human capacity for self-righteous
indignation and our perverse drive to
destroy what we love most in our rage
to save it. The extended battle between
Alma and LaJoy takes surprising and
even outrageous turns, features scenes
of cold killing and sensuous sex and
incorporates clever narrative jokes and
allusions along the way. One, in partic-
ular, involves snakes, a creature whose
introduction into the tale is all but
inevitable, given the Edenic paradise
both activists are futilely trying to
regain.
In the end, When the Killing’s Done

serves as a sign of the times, faithfully
portraying the obsessions of our era,
but also as a timeless reminder of the
flaws and frailties that have character-
ized human beings from the beginning
of our history. This latter grim fact
actually provides a strange source of
solace by the end of the novel. It is per-
versely comforting to know that even
as our world is irrevocably changing—
as species disappear from the earth for-
ever, as our oceans run dark with
spilled oil and radioactive contamina-
tion and as our air thickens with car-
bon-emissions—at least human nature
remains the same.

ANGELA ALAIMO O’DONNELL is a professor
of English and associate director of the Curran
Center for American Studies at Fordham
University in New York City.

THE SOCIAL MISSION OF
THE U.S. CATHOLIC CHURCH
A Theological Perspective

By Charles E. Curran
Georgetown Univ. Press. 196p $26.95
(paperback)

Conversion has been a central theme
in the writings of the Rev. Charles
Curran from the beginning of his
career. It is with him still as the back-
story of his interpretation of the social
mission of the Catholic Church. The
theological framework that prevailed
before the Second
Vatican Council not
only distinguished but
also separated the
supernatural from the
natural, the spiritual
from the temporal, the
hierarchy from the laity,
the church from the
world and the mission
to sanctify from the
mission to humanize.
Curran spells out how
the conversion of this
theological vision yields
one social mission for the church,
namely, to make action for justice and
the transformation of the world a con-
stitutive dimension of the church and
of what it means to be Catholic. 
Charles E. Curran, the Elizabeth

Scurlock University Professor of
Human Values at Southern
Methodist University, is one of our
pre-eminent American Catholic moral
theologians of the post-Vatican II era.
He has been at the forefront of the
renewal of Catholic moral theology
and has carried the torch for at least
two generations of moral theologians.
To this day he continues to produce
substantial volumes with the insight
and comprehensive scope of a sea-
soned veteran but also with the fresh-

ness of a pioneer.
In 2002 Curran published Catholic

Social Teaching: 1891–Present, an
exposition and analysis of the Catholic
social justice tradition. We now have a
follow-up and equally strong work. In
his new book Curran points out that
our teaching on social justice is not co-
extensive with our social mission. As
he sees it, clergy, religious and laity
have not yet tapped the potential of
our tradition of social teaching to
bring about a much-needed conversion
of social structures, personal attitudes

and the cultural envi-
ronment. The theologi-
cal, ethical and pastoral
dimensions of this vol-
ume light the way to
such a transformation.
The central aim of

this work is to spell out
the challenges we face
when we take seriously
the notion that promot-
ing the church’s social
mission is constitutive
of proclaiming the
Gospel. Like the

prophets of Israel, Curran draws
power for his proposals from his sense
of history. The first two chapters lay
out our historical inheritance of a
social mission. They show that the
ecclesiological vision of the immigrant
church too narrowly construed the
church and its mission by focusing
more on taking care of its own poor
than on converting social structures.
Curran is most poignant in the two

chapters that develop his ecclesiology
and pastoral proposals for participat-
ing in the social mission. He is one of
our best witnesses to the vitality and
promise of the distinctively Catholic
features of the church. Inclusivity (the
small “c” catholic character of the
church) shapes our openness to diver-
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sity and legitimate pluralism, even on
the prudential judgments we make
when applying universal moral princi-
ples. While the bishops can speak for
the church, the hierarchy does not
have a monopoly on truth. The “both-
and” approach of Catholicism makes it
possible for both the
hierarchy and the
laity to share
responsibility for the
mission. In
approaching social
issues, our unity and
diversity make room both for those
whose vocation is to witness through
nonviolent protest and for those who
are called to work through political
and economic processes to bring about
change.
In addition to learning from the

past, the good moral theologian also
looks around at what is going on now.
The heart of this book is Curran’s look
around at three influences on our
understanding and structuring of the
social mission. The first is ecclesiology.
The ecclesiological vision of Vatican II
undercut the bifurcation of the tempo-
ral and spiritual orders by recognizing
that the cooperation of the clergy, reli-
gious and laity to better the world is
constitutive of the church’s mission to
transform the world.
The second influence is the socio-

logical situation of the church. The
social mission of an immigrant church
that took care of its own by supporting
schools, hospitals and labor unions to
protect the rights of workers gave way
to working with others and for others
as the church became assimilated into
the American culture. Today’s socio-
logical challenges for carrying out our
social mission arise from the new
social situation of the Hispanic major-
ity in the church and from the signifi-
cant loss of church membership. 
The third influence is the historical

situation in the United States. The
poverty of the immigrants gave way to
the issues of just wages and working

conditions for our farmworkers, of a
stable peace in a nuclear age and of
abortion in a culture of choice. Today’s
historical situation serves up issues of
corporate power overwhelming poli-
tics, of ecological devastation and of
lingering racism and sexism that poi-

sons our political
and economic struc-
tures.
For Curran, the

formation, educa-
tion and motivation
of all Catholics to

work for the common good are most
urgent. We have our tradition of social
teaching that gives us goals to which
we aspire, but we also need practical

steps: bishops consulting with the
faithful in articulating our vision,
schools incorporating social teaching
across the curriculum, parishes form-
ing socially conscious disciples
through liturgical life and outreach
services, and charitable institutions
(like Catholic Relief Services) meeting
immediate needs. 
Curran has given us a book to moti-

vate and guide us in this mission.
Anyone who wants to see how the
social teaching of the church can come
to life ought to read it. 

RICHARD M. GULA, S.S., is director of per-
sonnel for the Society of St. Sulpice, Baltimore,
Md.
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INSPIRING, DYNAMIC PREACHING: parish 
missions, retreats, days of recollection; www
.sabbathretreats.org.

Pilgrimage
HOLY LAND PILGRIMAGE. May 19-31,
2012. Galilee, night at Dead Sea Spa,
Jerusalem and more. Meetings with Patriarch
of Jerusalem and Arab Catholics in Cana and
Bethlehem; day of service. Michael Cooper,
S.J., S.T.D.: parabletravel@verizon.net; Ph:
(727) 744-4684. Web site: http://parabletrav-
el.wordpress.com. 
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CATHOLIC WORKERS in Kansas City invite
you to share meals, companionship and our
home with neighbors and friends by joining
our community. Please send e-mail to: holy-
familycw@gmail.com.

DIRECTOR OF FAITH FORMATION. St.
Luke the Evangelist Catholic Church, a vibrant
parish community in North Raleigh of 500
families, is seeking to hire a full-time Director
of Faith Formation. The role and responsibili-
ties of the job include overseeing all sacramen-
tal preparation, C.C.D., R.C.I.A., family faith
formation programming, oversight of all faith
formation staff/volunteers along with direct
instruction for adult faith programs. The qual-
ified candidate will possess a degree in theolo-
gy or religious education or be a master cate-
chist with five years of parish experience as well
as proficiency in Microsoft Office. The “right”
candidate will need to be skilled in teaching,
public speaking, pastoral care and have a strong
witness of faith to God and the church. Please

send your résumé, references and cover letter
to: Msgr. Tim O’Connor by e-mail at msgr-
tim@gmail.com or by postal mail at: St. Luke
the Evangelist Catholic Church, 12333 Bayleaf
Church Road, Raleigh, NC 27614, by July 15,
2011.

Retreats
BETHANY RETREAT HOUSE, East Chicago,
Ind., offers private and individually directed
silent retreats, including dreamwork and
Ignatian 30 days, year-round in a prayerful
home setting. Contact Joyce Diltz, P.H.J.C.;
Ph: (219) 398-5047; bethanyrh@
sbcglobal.net; bethanyretreathouse.org. 
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selecting bishops and applying colle-
giality and subsidiarity to church gov-
ernance. The answer is not a system of
policing but de-establishing the
pathologies that make the abuse possi-
ble.

VIRGINIA EDMAN
Toronto, Ont.

I’m Scared
Re “Reform of the Reform” (Signs of
the Times, 5/30): The pope says that
the old Latin Mass should be promot-
ed even for small groups of people
requesting it. That is fine if all parish-
es have four active priests once again. 
But there is a priest shortage

around the world. In many places
priests already celebrate three Masses
on Sunday, and some places have no
Mass. Does Pope Benedict understand
the stress most priests are under these
days, that many priests are pastor of
more than one parish? Does he really
want burned-out priests to capitulate
to the requests of a small group of
parishioners?
As for seminarians, they need more

training in pastoral care and homilet-
ics. Without these skills our church
will keep hemorrhaging members.
Should Latin training take priority?
Pope Benedict is an academic and
Vatican bureaucrat. I am not sure he
knows what’s going on in parishes.
That is scary.

JAMES SHEEHAN
Hicksville, N.Y.

‘I Phoned You in Spurts’
As I read “Calling Collect,” by Heather
Angell (5/30), I am pretty sure I
understand why your poetry editor
picked it for publication. It is a
thoughtful and painfully honest
account of what so many people go
through in college. It is an intimate
account of the struggle to become who
you are and of the people whom you
count on along the way. Well done,
Heather! 

QUINTON NELSON
Haverhill, Mass. 

riors and they take care of it.”
Many years later everyone knows

how the bishops “took care of it.” They
didn’t help these priests or their vic-
tims. Instead they protected them-
selves and the institution—and the
law enforcement community helped.
Celibacy was not responsible for the
clergy’s abuse of children, but when
celibate priests were caught looking for
sex in public toilets, the church knew it
had a problem but ignored it until The
Boston Globe exposed the crimes in
2002.

EILEEN M. FORD
Rockport, Mass.

Brace for Change
Bishop Blase J. Cupich’s “The Bishops’
Priorities” (5/30) in response to the
John Jay Report is disappointing and
troubling. In its tone it suggests a
church put on lockdown. Who would
want to be a priest in this environment
of “rigorous screening” and scrutiny? It
is like running a prison or penal
colony. Where will the community
find warmth, friendship and love with-
out fear?
Michael Higgins, co-author of

Suffer the Children Unto Me: An Open
Inquiry Into the Clerical Abuse Scandal,
observed in a related article in The
Globe and Mail (Toronto) that it is
not enough for the church to lament.
Reform is necessary, and we must
brace for it.
The reform is not achieved by pos-

turing or legal gamesmanship but by
an examination of clerical culture and
its secrecy and entitlement. This
reform involves addressing celibacy for
parochial clergy, the narrow rules for

The Kids Ruined Everything.
In response to your editorial “How
Old Is Old Enough?” (5/30):
Massachusetts lowered the drinking
age to 18 in the early 1970s. It was a
disaster. Instead of 18- to 21-year-olds
drinking moderately, they drank more
and bought it for those under 18.
Night clubs that people over 21 used to
frequent were taken over by teens, who
were hostile to older couples just look-
ing for a night to socialize with other
adults. Night club owners saw a
decrease in revenue because teens
would buy less and just hang out, while
adults bought drinks individually. And
the amount of damage by teens ran the
costs up. Things were so bad the state
ran a referendum and voters voted 5 to
1 to return the drinking age to 21.

JAMES RICHARD
Boston Mass. 

The Bishops ‘Took Care of It.’
The story “John Jay Report Depicts
Progress” (Signs of the Times, 5/30)
reminds me of when I was a New York
City transit police officer in the 1960s
and early ’70s and learned that clerics
were not arrested for sex offenses in
the subways. 
My partner and I arrested a rabbi

for exposing himself to a group of chil-
dren, and I was asked by my sergeant,
“How would you feel if all those
priests hanging around the men’s toi-
lets were arrested?” Being a Catholic, I
responded, “I’d arrest the pope if he
was doing this.” I was then informed
that instead of arresting rabbis, minis-
ters and priests, “we inform their supe-
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THE WORD

he U.S. Religious Landscape
Survey, published by the Pew
Forum on Religion and Public

Life in 2008, reports that the fastest
growing religious denomination is
“none.” Among the 16.1 percent who do
not identify themselves with any reli-
gion, approximately half had been affili-
ated with a religion as children. One in
four young adults, ages 18 to 29, claims
no religious affiliation. The study
prompts important questions: Why is
this happening, and what can be done
about it? The Matthean community
asked similar questions, as reflected in
today’s Gospel. Why do some accept
Jesus’ interpretation of the law while
others do not?
Like all of Jesus’ parables, the one in

today’s Gospel is open to a variety of
interpretations. If we take the sower as
the focus, the parable invites us to reflect
on the boundless generosity of God,
who offers the word, in the person of
Jesus, to all in the hope of a fruitful
response, no matter how poorly pre-
pared to receive it some may seem to be.
If we zero in on the seed, the parable
assures us of the efficacy of the word.
No matter what the yield, the seed itself
is good, and it will bear fruit. If we take
the harvest as the focus, the explosive
return propels us into reflection on
eschatological fulfilment of hopes
beyond our wildest dreams. Finally, if

the different types of soil are our focus,
the parable urges effort to do every-
thing possible to cull out obsta-
cles and cultivate maximum
receptivity to the word. 
As Jesus’ first followers

struggled to understand
why others did not
respond as they did to
Jesus’ teaching, they
turned to the prophet
Isaiah. Isaiah articu-
lates that this experience
is repeated in the life of
every prophet. Some peo-
ple are disposed to see and hear and
respond positively to the prophet’s
message, while others close them-
selves off to the challenging word
that could bring healing and that
could free them to live life more fully
in God’s love. To explain the nega-
tive response by the latter, Isaiah
puts the onus not on the prophet,
nor on the message, but on those
who deliberately close themselves off
to the prophet’s words and actions. 
In the Gospel, Jesus explains that

the ability to accept his teaching is a
gift from God. What is given is
“knowledge of the mysteries of the
kingdom of heaven” (v. 11). This is the
only time the word mysteries appears
in the Gospels (Mt 13:11 and paral-
lels). In other Jewish sources, the term
mystery is associated with God’s pur-
poses for the end times (e.g., Dn 2:27-
28; 1 Enoch 68:5; 4 Ezr 10:38). Here
the mystery is the presence of God’s
realm in Jesus and his ministry. 
While verses 11 and 12 explain that

knowledge of the mysteries is God’s
gift, verses 13 to 17 emphasize
human responsibility to cultivate
receptivity so as to be able to
respond as fully as possible to the
gift. Some let the gift be
snatched from them; some
toss it aside in favor of some-
thing else that seems more
alluring. Work must be done
to root out whatever might
stand in the way of allowing

the gift to unfold all its riches.

The parable and its allegorical inter-
pretation undercut any smugness or
complacency on the part of those who
have received the gift. The Gospel
invites us to shift our focus from won-
dering whether the “seed” is effective—
it is!—or why others’ soil is unrecep-
tive, to the question of how those who
have received the gift can be intent on
helping prepare receptive soil and to
continue the profligate and indiscrimi-
nate work of the divine sower, who
eagerly shares the mysteries far and
wide.

Mysterious Gift
FIFTEENTH SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME (A), JULY 10, 2011 

Readings: Is 55:10-11; Ps 65:10, 11, 12-13, 14; Rom 8:18-23; Mt 13:1-23

“Knowledge of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven has been granted to you” (Mt 13:11)

T

PRAYING WITH SCRIPTURE

• Ask the divine sower how you might
share the word with someone who is not a
churchgoer.

• Let Jesus clear away the rocks and thorns
in your soil.

• Give thanks for the rich harvest produced
in you.

BARBARA E. REID, O.P., a member of the
Dominican Sisters of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
a professor of New Testament studies at
Catholic Theological Union in Chicago, Ill.,
where she is vice president and academic dean.
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hat is one to do when an
enemy who has been the
mastermind behind

thousands of deaths is discovered hid-
ing within the territory of a friendly
nation? What to do when weeds are
discovered sprouting among the good
grain? Do you pull out the destructive
intruders or let them grow? How did
they get there?
Who or what were the “weeds” in

the minds of Matthew’s Christians?
Were they Gentiles who were infiltrat-
ing with their corrosive influences, like
pesky, pungent mustard that violated
the set boundaries and spread uncon-
trollably into well-defined Jewish
fields? Were they evildoers in general
or persecutors of the followers of
Jesus, who in the minds of the latter
should have been already permanently
defeated now that the Messiah had
come? Why is the evil one still exercis-
ing power?
Today’s Gospel opens myriad ques-

tions and gives helpful directions
toward finding answers. The house-
holder who sowed the good seed first
acknowledges that the weeds are the
work of an enemy and takes the onus
off the worried slaves who might have
been blamed for not tending the field
well or for sowing inferior seed. The
parable focuses more on what to do
next than on explaining how it hap-
pened.
One line of response proposed by

the slaves is to pull up all the weeds
immediately. The landowner decides
against this course of action. Pulling
up the weeds might uproot the wheat

along with them. The separation can
happen later, at harvest time.
Is this a wise decision? Are the ones

who actually work the land thinking
that this absentee landlord does not
know anything about farming? Will
his approach be shown to be unrealis-
tic when his wheat has been choked
out by the weeds and when it proves
impossible to sort out darnel from
wheat by winnowing? 
Authoritative voices in the early

church agreed with the householder
and urged forbearance toward sin-
ners. St. Augustine, for example,
used this parable to argue that
heretics or the lapsed should not
be cut off from the church, con-
trary to the position of the
Donatists. According to
Hippolytus (Haer. 9.12.22),
Bishop Callistus of Rome likewise
interpreted “Let the tares grow
along with the wheat” as “Let sin-
ners remain in the church.” 
If the parable proper (vv. 24-30)

reflects struggles of the early
Christians to include as full partici-
pants Gentiles and other “sinners,” the
allegorical explanation (vv. 36-43)
points outside the Christian commu-
nity to “the world” (v. 38) as the
ground of conflict. In these verses, the

patient forbearance of the householder
is gone as the end-time reapers throw
all the evildoers into a fiery furnace.
There is a distinct difference from the
situation in vv. 24-30. Now it is har-
vest time, a metaphor for end-time
judgment, and the action is carried out
by God’s angels, not human beings.
There is an implicit warning to us not
to impetuously assume the role of the
divine judge, who alone sorts out good
from evil.
The nonretaliatory reproach of the

householder who has been humiliated
by his enemy can seem weak. When
read with the parable of the leaven, it
speaks instead of the womanly
strength of God, whose transformative
work is hidden in the agitating action
of kneading the bread. With the first
reading from Wisdom, it points to
divine justice and might manifest itself

in leniency, clemency and kindness. It
is this paradoxical approach to rooting
out evil, exemplified in Jesus’ bound-
less forgiveness and inclusive table
practices, to which we are invited.

BARBARA E. REID

Wisdom About Weeds
SIXTEENTH SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME (A), JULY 17, 2011 

Readings: Wis 12:13-19; Ps 86:5-16; Rom 8:26-27; Mt 13:24-33

“Let them grow together until the harvest” (Mt 13:30)

W

PRAYING WITH SCRIPTURE

• Pray for the grace of forbearance.

• Reflect on how goodness grows only
through struggle with its opposite.

• Let the Spirit’s “groanings” (Rom 8:26)
intercede through you when you do not
know how to pray.

Need tomorrow’s Word today?
Visit americamagazine.org and
click on “The Word” in the 
right-hand column under the
“Print” heading.
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